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2004 VW Beetle Ute
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1969 Saab Sonett EV
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1972 Jaguar restomod
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1961 Jaguar Mark II
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1965 AC Cobra (Boss 302) 
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1957 Porsche Speedster 356 EV
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                                	subscribeTransform a VW New Beetle (1998-2010) into a ute (small truck) with this step-by-step companion to the Smyth kit.
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                                	subscribeHow to completely restore the classic Jaguar Mk2 saloon to the highest concours level.
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                                	subscribeSaabSonett.org is recognized as the authoritative web resource devoted to the 1956-74 fiberglass sports coupe.
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                                	subscribeThe complete online project guide for building the iconic 1965 AC Cobra like a professional.
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                                	view   Planning the scratch build of a vintage cyclecar powered by a V-twin Moto Guzzi 1046cc motorcycle engine.
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                                	viewJaguar XJ Restomod illustrates the creation of the ultimate 1970s British muscle car in exquisite detail.
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                                	viewDetails about the electric conversion of Porsche Speedster and Saab Sonett sports cars.
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                                	read pdfBack in 2008 we predicted that electric vehicles would go mainstream in 2022.
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								Driving can be much more than simply going from point A to B. For fifteen years our focus has been on helping the do-it-yourselfer create, restore and maintain cars of historical and personal significance. Our online resources serve those with a deep interest in classic cars and exceptional driving experiences. 
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                                    info@krissmotors.com
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VW Beetle Ute
Jaguar XJ Restomod
Jaguar Mk2 Restoration
Cobra Replica Build Manual
Saab Sonett: saabsonett.org
some other topic
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